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Canada Category:Vehicular combat
gamesQ: How to bind a button
created dynamically to a $scope's
variable in Angularjs I have created
a button using ng-repeat in my view:
{{item.name}} Show popup I have
this JavaScript code var myApp =
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angular.module('myApp', []);
myApp.controller('myController',
['$scope', '$rootScope',
function($scope, $rootScope) {
$scope.items = [{ name: "5" }, {
name: "6" }, { name: "7" }];
$scope.showPopup = function() {
console.log('I am inside showPopup
function in my controller'); }; }]);
The question is how do I bind the
button to $scope.showPopup
function? What is the correct way
of handling this situation? A: just
invoke the function
$scope.showPopup() using the ng2/8

click attribute of your button. Show
popup Yesterday, evidence of a
“very serious and disturbing
development” (as the Guardian put
it) emerged that the Islamist terror
organization Hamas is now
militarily active inside Israel.
Specifically, the military wing of
Hamas, the Izz ad-Din al-Qassam
Brigades, is now operating in the
north of the country and has taken
responsibility for
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Jun 14, 2018 Our list includes the
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most in-demand video game
software and games to play on a
computer, Mac, iPhone, iPad,
Android devices or on consoles.
Top Game Download Free Full
Version and cheats for PC, Xbox
one, Xbox . GTA V PC system
requirements have been leaked and
the game seems to require a quadcore CPU and a graphic card with
DirectX 11 support. The game is
still in beta but the latest patch has
been released and it seems to
improve performance for some
users. Other new features include
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the ability to run around with a
super controller and 6-axis motion
controls. If you're still thinking
about buying the game, it's a good
time to wait as the final version of
the game will be out on the 24th of
September. Oct 23, 2013 Oct 23,
2013 Out of 10 titles listed, here's
how Grand Theft Auto 5 stacks up.
Oct 26, 2015 A video of how Grand
Theft Auto V on the PC may look.
There will be a lot of options such
as 4K textures and insane detail in
the world. Sep 23, 2015 The PS4
Pro, Xbox One, and PS3 Pro
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versions are not announced for this
specific region, meaning the PS4
Pro and Xbox One versions will be
released as the standard models.
Also, the version of the game that
will be released will only be
available in 1080p and 60 fps. The
30fps framerate will only be
supported on a personal computer
with a high-end graphics card. Jan
28, 2016 Nov 14, 2015 Almost
three years after its release, Grand
Theft Auto V is still selling at high
numbers. It has made a lot of money
for Rockstar Games, but there is a
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new problem for its sequel, Grand
Theft Auto Online. Apr 23, 2016
Sep 15, 2015 Sep 15, 2015 The PC
version of Grand Theft Auto 5
releases on November 12th. A
month prior to that date, it will have
been rolled out to the Xbox One,
PS4, and PS3. The PC version is
expected to be the exact same as the
current Xbox and PS4 builds. Nov
12, 2015 Nov 14, 2015 Nov 14,
2015 If you own a high-end PC,
then you can be looking forward to
Grand Theft Auto V for PC on
November 12th. For the Xbox One
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and PS4, 3da54e8ca3
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